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When looking to bridge the gap between global economic events and their own daily lives,

Americans have increasingly turned to Paul Krugman. His lucid grasp of economics in action and

his uncanny way of translating complex issues into everyday terms have made him a bestselling

author and the most widely read economist writing for the general public today. That ability to

communicate economic concepts clearly and engagingly is at the heart of Macroeconomics,

coauthored by Krugman and Robin Wells.Â The new Second Edition of this bestselling introductory

level text (available January 2009)Â offers more of Krugmanâ€™s signature voice, more coverage of

policy, and an extraordinary amount of new examples and explanations, as well as a number of

content and organizational changes that are meeting the approval of instructors nationwide. Watch

a video interview of Paul Krugman here.
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The book didn't come with an Aplia access code. The book came with an EconPortal code. These

are two different things so I had to spend an extra $135.00 to just purchase the code online. Terrible

waste of money!!

It is good in usage and good condition...i recommend it everyone

This was a school book I needed. If I were to purchase this book through my school bookstore it

was too expensive so I came to  and noticed that the same book was for sale 75% off!!! Awesome

deal...same material, great condition, great buy!

Great Economists but very simple book and Lack of Mathematics Applications to Economics .

It is well written. I use it as a reference, often to analyze Krugman's columns, and find key topics

very well discussed and easy to find.

So I ordered this book because I needed it for my Macroeconomics class. The first thing I'd like to

say is that it was very fast shipping. I got it exactly when I expected it. That was the only good thing

that I got from this.Now for why I am very disappointed. I am not sure if this was shipping fault or if

they gave me a used book. None the less I ordered this book new. I have been going to college for

many years and I know when a book is new or used. This book was far from new. Most new books I

order usually have some sort of plastic wrapping around it and sealed. This product was not sealed

and did not have any type of plastic protection. When I opened the book it had obvious water

damage, bent pages, and was not new. At the very least it was moderately used. When I am paying

160$ for a book that is New, that is what I expect my product to be, new. The used version of this is

50$ that is a 100$ difference.I am going to contact the seller and see what the deal is, but I would

not recommend this product as in my opinion it is not that hard to ship a new book. I have class and

I know that will most likely will happen is they will require me to send the product back before they

will send me a new book which means that I will not have my book for several days which will

untimely put me behind.

Though the online site paired with this book comes with a digital copy, i felt it useful to purchase a

hard copy. This book well priced and in great condition. Good buy.



The book looks very new and deliverated very fast. The price is the lowest I had ever seen. I like it

very much!
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